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Reinvesting in Regions
Grassroots Leadership in Tasmanian Communities
The Greens will establish

Local Economic Area Development (LEAD) Groups to lead strategic planning and industry
diversification in Tasmania’s regions;

 A Regional Reinvestment Fund (RRF) to service LEAD projects.
 A Local Area Strategic Development Unit to lead in the establishment of LEAD Groups, coordinate regional efforts, and assess and administer RRF funding to projects.

1. Governments should not ‘pick winners’, instead policies
need to be led from the local level and supported by State
and Federal Governments.
2. Investing in infrastructure as an economic growth strategy
should focus on contribution to current competitive
strengths of the region.

3. Strategies for economic diversification need to focus on
related variety or employment cluster principles by
attracting new industries that complement existing ones,
or can draw on existing talent pools.
4. Challenges need to be identified earlier on and industry
transition or adaptation strategies must be developed.
5.

> Opportunities

6. Investing in infrastructure as an economic growth
strategy should focus on contribution to current
competitive strengths of the region.

> Policy Principles

Tasmanian regions have shown incredible
resilience in the face of significant economic
hardship.

Contemporary evidence observes that regional
economic development policy needs to be
community driven, place based policy.

To date, government strategies have been ad
hoc and reactive, and focused far too much on
political announceables and less on long term
positive transformation of regions.

All regions are different. A one size fits all
approach will not work and governments should
not ‘pick winners’ based on broad projections of
future growth industries.1

There is incredible capacity within rural and
regional Tasmania. The Greens would recognise
this capacity by providing regional Tasmania
with the tools, support and finance they need to
map out and work towards their own future.

The Liberal Government’s over-investment in the
salmonid industry is a prime example of ‘picking
winners’.

Local communities have the best understanding
of what they need from government.

This investment is poorly considered, widely
opposed by affected communities, and
jeopardises other marine based industries in
these regions, compromising economic diversity
in favour of a single industry on an
unsustainable trajectory.

1. Governments should not ‘pick winners’,
instead policies need to be led from the local
level and supported by State and Federal
Governments.
While some examples of public infrastructure
are clearly critical for regional economic growth,
in a broad sense, infrastructure endowment is a
poor predictor of regional success.2,3
Regional growth is complex. A ‘build it and they
will come’ approach has failed communities.
Building infrastructure that does not capitalise
on current regional advantages is unlikely be
successful for the purposes of regional
economic growth.4
2. Investing in infrastructure as an economic
growth strategy should focus on contribution
to current competitive strengths of the
region.
Historically, policy has focused on the concept
of diversification of regional economies. To
date, this has been an unsuccessful approach.
Establishment and attraction of new industries
is only successful if there is overlap with
existing industries. New, unrelated sectors tend
to fail quite rapidly.5
Regional development experts are now focusing
on developing ‘employment clusters’ or the
concept of ‘related variety’.6
This can occur if skills are transferable to similar
roles. It can also involve upskilling existing
workers or developing new talent pools where
existing businesses can complement new
endeavours, for example agri-tourism, or
hospitality in areas of tourism growth.
3. Strategies for economic diversification need
to focus on related variety or employment
cluster principles by attracting new
industries that complement existing ones, or
can draw on existing talent pools.
The challenge this creates is that although
economic diversification can occur to a certain
extent, sectors tend to be interconnected. It is
no easy task to make regions resilient to
economic shocks in key sectors.
This is addressed by strong government focus
on critical sectors, which we consistently see in

agriculture. Unfortunately, we also see this in
industrial native forest logging.
The clear distinction, from a policy perspective,
is that investment should occur when a sector is
experiencing temporary shocks, not to try to
combat long term structural decline.
4. Challenges need to be identified earlier on
and industry transition or adaptation
strategies must be developed.

> Local Economic Area
Development Groups
Local economic area development (LEAD)
groups would be established comprising of
relevant experts, including representatives from
local governments, training institutions,
government agencies and local community
groups as well as key community and industry
leaders in the region.
As a result of deep consultation with the local
community, a set of goals for the economic
future of the local area will be developed, using a
similar approach as Tasmania Together. The
goals would have a high level focus on
developing the economic diversity and
prosperity of the area.
LEAD groups would be tasked with identifying
key economic sectors in the region, expansion
opportunities, promoting innovation and
diversification in business, and developing
clusters.
LEAD groups would conduct a review of key
local industries in order to map out deficiencies
and opportunities for improvement. Work would
be conducted to map out the required catalysts
to attract, expand, or diversify industries in the
area.
This work would be supported by a Regional
Reinvestment Fund solely for the purposes of
funding LEAD projects submitted for
consideration.
LEAD groups would be permanent working
groups tasked with measurement of progress,
adapting plans as obstacles arise, and
advocating for relevant emerging local issues as
they arise.

An essential part of LEAD groups would also be
identifying economic shocks to the region
before they occur, or in the early stages, and
preparing a plan of action. This may involve
determining whether government support to tide
through the shock is required, or if structural
change or transition/reskilling is required.

As a successful example of a similar group at
work, the unit would collaborate intensively
George Town Economic Development Group
Steering Committee on implementation and
design factors, and would ensure that this group
and other, similar groups would be able to fit
into the policy model.

Regional Tasmania’s capacity to organise and
support progression of priority projects could be
improved.7 LEAD groups would also provide a
platform for improving communities’ capacity to
put in bids for Commonwealth funding.

> Regional Reinvestment Fund

> Local Area Strategic
Development Unit

The Greens would establish a rolling fund in
order to finance strategies identified by LEAD
groups. The rolling fund would include $50
million per year. Several funding mechanisms
would be made available including a)

Direct government fully funded projects;

A Local Area Strategic Development Unit in the
Department of State Growth would be
established to coordinate, facilitate and provide
expert advice to LEAD groups and government.

b)

Public-Private partnership models;

c)

No interest loans;

d)

Access to TasCorp low interest loans;

The Unit would also communicate with Regional
Development Tasmania and Infrastructure
Tasmania to ensure that regional level plans are
compatible and complimentary to adjacent
regions and whole of State planning.

e)

Support in sourcing investors.

The unit would be tasked, through a year of
consultation, with determining the appropriate
number of LEAD groups as well as the areas
each one should cover based on economic
linkage, levels of interdependence and similarity
of needs amongst communities.
The current George Town Economic
Development Group Steering Committee has a
similar design to LEAD groups and won the 2016
Innovative Tasmania Award for Innovative
Region.8
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